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From the President

By Robert Barnett

August 2019 will be my last month to serve as president of the San Jacinto Model Railroad
Club. I have written several times about my first visit to the San Jac after two invitations
extended by then-president Ben Pearlman. That was March 3, 1981. In the intervening 39
years the San Jac has sponsored 40 Fall Layout Tours, several Lone Star Region Conventions,
contributed heavily to the success of the 1989 NMRA National Convention and held around
460 meetings with clinics or Christmas Parties.
Our records go back to 1958, but according to the late David Milton the club was actually
founded in 1953 or 1954. We have copies of two early Constitutions, both undated. The first
one for the San Jacinto Chapter of the Lone Star Region of the NMRA we believe to be the
1954 document. The second is from the reorganization in about 1958 to the San Jacinto Model
Railroad Club. That document served until 1991 when we incorporated the club with a new
constitution and By-Laws as required by the State of Texas for Incorporation.
The San Jac is the oldest continually operating club in the Houston area and may be the oldest
in the State. We have maintained good relations with the other area clubs and invite the clubs
to participate in the annual GHTS by setting up their layouts or manning a table in the front
lobby advertising their club and layout or museum. We have quite a few members that are
members of another area modular or permanent-layout club.
By joining the San Jac I have made friendships that have endured for decades and I have been
privileged to visit and operate on layouts that would have been beyond my dreams in 1980.
All in all, the San Jac Club has been a good model railroad neighbor and citizen for 65 years.
And we have the finest group of modelers and just plain “folks” I have ever been associated
with.
It has been an honor and a privilege to be a member for almost 40 years and to serve as
president. Let’s do it for another 65 years!!!!
With Extreme Gratitude!!

Bob Barnett
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Election Announcement

By Rex Ritz

The Nominations Committee (Robert Ashcraft, Gilbert Freitag, and myself) announce the following
Candidates for the September 3rd election:
President: Kelly Russell
Vice President: Gene Mangum
Secretary/Treasurer: Dick Louvet
Director at Large: Tom Bailey
Past President: Bob Barnett
We appreciate everyone’s commitment and are excited to have this fine roster going forward.

Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

I want to start a “Celebration Corner”, where we
recognize birthdays and other milestones each
month. For this month, I would like to feature
Virginia and Gil Freitag celebrated their 60th
Wedding Anniversary on July 25, 2019. This photo
was taken in their church, when they were honored
on their 60th Wedding Anniversary.
Congratulations, Virginia and Gil!

Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Wiring a large layout or a control panel can seem to be a daunting task. With dozens of wires going this way
and that, you may be reluctant to get started. Break down the job into major parts, then break each of these
down into individual tasks. Lay out barrier strip terminals that you bring wires from all over to that are organized and labeled. Label each connection so you know where everything should go. Install your equipment,
controls, lights, or whatever, and label each if they are not already labeled. Then begin hooking it up ONE
WIRE AT A TIME! Focus on only one wire or wire pair. Once you have it connected, check that you have
hooked it properly at both ends, then check it off your list. If you need to check continuity, do it now while
you are working on it. You will be most familiar with it now, not months from now. Once you are happy
with the one or two wires you have connected, go on to the next one or pair. Be methodical and patient in
your efforts, check your
work as you go, and you
will
be
successful.
Don’t get in a hurry, it
is going to take some
time, but think how satisfied you will be when
you can point to a complex-looking wiring installation and say “I did
that!”
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Model Train Speeds

By Don McClelland

A very common question is “How do we work out realistic speeds for our model trains?”
There are many sophisticated methods, but little that puts it down to a ‘Rule-Of-Thumb’.
We don’t need methods that go down to decimal point numbers, does this happen in real life, in early steam
days, there often wasn’t a speed indicator fitted in the locomotive cab, all done by visual methods or the
sounds from the track; counting the rail joints against a clock.
The basis of this method is 60mph = 88ft/second.
For HO scale, 60mph is 88 x 3.5mm = 308mm/second, which is near enough to 1ft/second (there being
304.8mm in 1ft).
For other scales, multiply the 88ft by the scaling factor of the gauge.
Depending on your layout, you can work out your speeds relative to distances travelled very easily, a freight
train travelling at 30mph should travel 1ft every 2 seconds, so a 10ft length of track should take 20 seconds to
pass over, ample time to view it.
A simple graph could be drawn up if one really wants to be precise, but the time for 1ft of travel/second
usually covers most situations
Hope this helps.

Wireless Video Systems for Model Trains

In Memory of Richard Bartlett

Have you ever imagined how great it would be to view your train layout from the perspective of an engineer
riding in your model train engine as it runs around the track? Well that’s exactly what Richard Bartlett
envisioned several years ago when he set out to develop a wireless video system for model trains. With
assistance from son and co-inventor Will and technical advice from his son Scott, they designed a video
system that can fit into N-scale model trains and larger. The system is designed to be either factory installed or
sold as a kit for DIY hobbyists, plus it’s designed to be affordable.
You can use this link (youtu.be/vwnsd3N9r8I) to see for yourself just how realistic the wireless video appears
as the trains travel along the tracks through the expertly detailed scenery of Greg Johnson’s N-Scale layout
and Jim Lemmond’s HO-Scale layout. Thank you to both Greg and Jim for allowing their wonderful layouts
to be featured in the videos.
If you have seen or heard about Roco camera engines and perhaps their numerous problems and expense, be
assured that Richard’s wireless video system is superior. Take a look at the second video link (youtu.be/
M7bvZykBq88) that demonstrates clear benefits of his system through a direct comparison between the two
systems.
Richard had hoped to sell the design for his patented wireless video system and one day be able to
demonstrate to club members exactly how to install a video kit into your own engines. Sadly, Richard’s
illnesses finally took his life before he could complete his plans to get the design sold and into production.
Richard’s family is carrying on with his project. If any club members are interested in the wireless video
system and would like to consider working with the Bartlett family to help market the system, please send an
email togenerepair2@yahoo.com.
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Unusual Sighting

By Jeff Williams

Living in Clear Lake City for the last 25 years hardly a day goes by when I don’t cross the Union Pacific
(UP) tracks that run along Hwy 3. Despite the fact that not too many trains roll down that track on a daily
basis I have lost count the number of times when I have been stopped by a train at one of those crossings
over the years. Of course, unlike most, if not all of the other frustrated drivers at the intersection, I rather
enjoy the inconvenience of watching a train go by. In our area mostly tank cars, grain cars, and plastic pellet
cars are seen rolling down those tracks being pulled and pushed by UP locos.
I also often see the Union Pacific-truck track checkers moving along this mostly straight set of rails making
sure that the rails are in good shape and still aligned properly. Of course, over the years, I have seen other
maintenance being performed on the rails, especially around road crossings and in some cases new ties and
rails were being put down in the area. However, on Sunday July 28 th, I saw something that I had never seen
before in Clear Lake – a dump/ballast train rolling through as I sat at the crossing gates at Hwy 3 and NASA
Road 1. In addition to a number of full ballast cars there were two what I assumed were Maintenance of
Way (MOW) cars – one in the approximate middle of the train and one at the very end, to assist with the
unloading of ballast. Two UP locos were pulling this likely quite heavy train. This train caused me to alter
my plans for the day and I decided to follow it. I did not have to follow it very far as the train pulled onto a
siding by the Webster UP substation, just North of the intersection I was caught at.

Figure 1 - Full ballast/dump train rolling to a stop on UP siding in Webster, TX. UP substation can be seen in this photo.
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Unusual Sighting

By Jeff Williams

Within a few minutes of rolling to a stop the MOW equipment, located at the end of the train, began to offload
ballast. Fascinated, I pulled over to get a better view of the operation. The ballast load in the last car was
emptying onto a conveyer belt below it that fed the ballast to the MOW car. An elevated conveyer brought the
ballast up and dropped it into a catch bucket. The catch bucket then placed the ballast onto another elevated
conveyer belt that had swung over the side of the MOW car and deposited the ballast onto an ever-growing
pile by the side of the tracks.

Figure 2 - Ballast being offloaded by MOW car at the end of the dump train. Notice how the last ballast car is now partially off-loaded.

Figure 3 - Interface between last ballast car and last MOW car. Motorized conveyor belts under ballast car hoppers carry ballast to MOW car.
Worker controlling the operation can be partially seen on the other side of the last ballast car.

It began to rain but I wanted a closer look at the operation so I parked along Hwy 3. What I found so
interesting was that there were conveyer belts running below all the ballast cars aft of the center MOW car,
feeding the aft MOW car. As cars got emptied the worker opened up other car shoots to feed the conveyer
belt. Cars were emptying from the back to the front of the train.
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Unusual Sighting

By Jeff Williams

Figure 4 - Center MOW car of ballast/dump train.
Only conveyer belts under ballast cars aft of this center MOW car were running as the train dropped off ballast.

Figure 5 - Picture showing conveyer belt interface between ballast cars.

I watched as long as I could as the rain started to come down in buckets. I got thoroughly soaked but had a
good time doing so!
The next day I spotted the ballast/dump train parked on a siding just South of Clear Lake City Blvd. It
appeared that all the ballast cars had all been emptied. By Wednesday the train was gone. I’m looking
forward to hopefully catching the next phase of the operation.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 33

By Al Partlow

In this episode of our series, we will be taking a look at “Intermodal Operations” and how we can
incorporate them into our model railroads. We will be looking specifically at modeling “inland or dry
ports”, which lend themselves quite readily to modeling possibilities. Although this discussion is directed
primarily at modern era modelers, it is hopeful that modelers of all eras will find the discussion of
interest.
While intermodal transportation has been around for over two hundred years, the rapid increase in
intermodal movements, especially those involving road, rail and marine transportation really took off
during the twentieth century. Trailer-on-flatcar movements actually began with the Chicago Great
Western in 1936, with the Canadian Pacific becoming the first North American Class I railroad to
introduce this service in 1952. In this area, the Texas & New Orleans Railroad began TOFC operations
between Houston and Louisiana points in 1953. Today’s “double-stack” intermodal shipments began in
1984 and are now a major focus of our Class I rail carriers.
International intermodal shipments utilize primarily twenty and forty-foot containers and the former are
known in the industry as “TEUs” (20-foot equivalent units). Domestic intermodal movements now rely
on the longer fifty-three-foot containers provided by carriers such as J.B. Hunt. With the newer container
vessels having a capacity of 5,000 TEUs or greater, the demands on container port facilities at ocean ports
has become more and more of an issue. Thus, the development of “inland or dry ports” in the logistics
chain is becoming more and more popular. The U.S. had nine of these inland ports as of March of 2018.
Inland or dry ports are typically located several hundred miles inland from an actual seaport. They are
usually located on a Class I rail carrier and on a major highway system. The main purpose of these inland
ports is to relieve congestion and expedite movements at the seaport they serve. They can also be a
source of economic development for nearby local communities.
All of the services required for import and export of shipments at a seaport are handled at these inland
ports. Functions provided by U.S. Customs, Homeland Security and the USDA are available at these
facilities. Shipments are inspected for customs purposes, security safety measures and, if applicable,
agricultural inspection purposes.
In some cases, containers are not unloaded from railcars and simply go through the required inspection
processes and forwarded to their ultimate destinations. In other situations, containers are actually loaded
or unloaded from railcars for transport to or from the nearby seaport. Obviously, if an inland port is
handling grain or some other bulk product for export, the rail equipment would typically be covered
hopper cars and only inspected and moved on to a seaport for export via bulk ocean vessels.
What does all of this mean from a modeling perspective. First, space limitations for most railroad
modelers preclude modeling a large intermodal facility at a major seaport. An inland port, on the other
hand, can be modeled with as few as two tracks, preferably double ended for motive power to run around
their train. Obviously, if you have space for additional tracks, one could add arrival/departure tracks or
storage tracks to the complex or additional tracks for loading/unloading. Either open or hidden staging
can be utilized for trains entering or leaving the inland port facility. The more staging tracks available,
the more activity there can be at the inland port facility. Operations on a 24 x 7 basis are certainly a
realistic schedule.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 33

By Al Partlow

Both appropriate motive power and intermodal equipment is available from a number of sources in most
scales. Athearn, Atlas, Walthers and Kato offer various trailer flats or well-cars for both domestic and
international shipments. Covered hoppers for bulk movements are available from numerous sources,
including Athearn, Atlas, Walthers, Intermountain and Tangent Scale Models. Walthers also offers MiJack Trans-lift intermodal cranes for handling containers and trailers at your facility. Containers and
trailers are also available from several sources and reflect most of the current players in today’s
intermodal industry. Over the road tractors are also available from a number of suppliers.
It should be noted that some model rail intermodal equipment is not suitable for smooth operations right
out of the box. Replacing couplers and wheel sets and adding weight to your equipment may be
necessary to achieve good operating standards.
Give some consideration to modeling this type of modern intermodal facility. Colorful and interesting
equipment is available with new items being offered on a relatively frequent basis. We all look forward
to seeing your new inland port on next year’s layout tour.

Inland Port at Greer, SC on Norfolk Southern. Source: South Carolina Port Authority
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The Home Stretch
Eastern White Pines

By Pete Leach

Modeling rural Maine scenery requires one very important feature: trees. More specifically, Eastern White
Pine trees. After all, Maine is known as the Pine Tree State. One of the most well-known railroads in the state
is the Maine Central with the nickname: the Pine Tree Route. The official state tree is the pine and the
official state flower is the pine cone. So, including models representing Eastern White Pines is mandatory!

1 – Eastern White Pines planted along the tracks at Preble’s on my On30 WW&F layout

The Eastern White Pine (Pinus strobus) is the largest conifer in the eastern US. It grows throughout New
England, north into the Canadian Maritime Provinces, west across the northern Great Lakes, and south along
the Appalachian Mountains into northern Georgia. Early European settlers cut them to clear the land for
agriculture and for lumber. The King of England had agents mark the tallest and straightest trees to keep for
the crown to use as masts on his vast navy.
Modeling these unique trees for my On30 Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington Railway was proving a
challenge. The pine tree kits on the market are of a Western variety or too generic. The shape of the EWP
varies but they tend to be wide at the top and taper towards the bottom. The branches are open exposing more
of the trunk. The photo below was shot in pre-dawn light in upper state New York, but shows the varied
shape of this tree.

2 – Eastern White Pines showing the varied shapes
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The Home Stretch

By Pete Leach

My first few attempts of scratch building did not resemble anything like an EWP. I tried building the branches
from Super Trees material and floral wire glued to dowels. When covered with ground foam, they looked like
dowels with fake branches covered with ground foam.
My luck changed during a conversation with Trevor Marshall at the LSR Convention in June of 2018. He
suggested I check out a blog by a friend of his: Ryan Mendall. Ryan’s blog had detailed instructions that
included the necessary materials to scratch build credible models.
I gathered up the materials to start this project. The figure below shows what is needed.

3 - Materials needed to build the perfect Eastern White Pine

From left to right are: wood cuttings from a Hibiscus plant for the trunk (wood dowels would also work),
short 4D finishing nails with the head cut off for mounting the trunks in the scenery, dried Caspia (purchased
at Michaels), short static grass (2-3mm in medium and dark green), Ailene’s Tacky Glue, Rust-Oleum
Camouflage Brown spray paint, and cheap unscented hair spray.
Construction started by drilling a hole in the bottom of the trunk for the nail. Secure the nail into the hole with
a little Ailene’s. Cut the trunk to the length needed. Keep in mind, a mature EWP can reach over 100 feet but
that may over power the scene. Mine are a more reasonable 40 – 50 tall. Next, taper the top 1/3 of the trunk
with coarse sandpaper. An orbital sander makes quick work of this. No need for a sharp point at the top.
Leave enough flat area at the top to drill a few small holes to mount some foliage.
Speaking of foliage, drill small holes in the top of the trunk. I found a #62 size bit worked well, but anything
close will work. I chucked the bit in a variable speed driver to make quick work on drilling holes. The top of
the trunk will need enough holes to glue 3 or 4 short sprigs of Caspia vertically. Continue down the trunk,
drilling holes along the length and gluing Caspia sprigs. Keep photos of the prototype handy for reference.
(Note: there are many images on the internet available using your favorite search engine.)
Once satisfied with the shape, it’s time for paint. Spray the entire model with the Camouflage Brown paint.
(Do this in a well ventilate area. I did this in my garage with the door open.) Set aside to dry overnight.
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The Home Stretch

By Pete Leach

The final step is to apply the needles, or flocking. Coat the branches with the Hair Spray, trying to keep it off
the trunk. I sprayed it until the branches were wet. Then sprinkle the branches with the short static grass,
holding the tree over something to catch the extra material, such as a large paper plate. Keep going until the
branches are covered with the needles.

4 - Four Stages of Construction

The photo above shows the 4 major steps in construction. From left to right - the trunk, adding Caspia
branches, painting Camouflage brown, and adding the static grass foliage.
As I was building the trees, it occurred to me that some of you may think this technique would only work for
the larger scales, such as O that I model. I decided to build some model trees in HO and N scale. I used 3/16”
diameter wood dowels for HO and 1/16” for N. After tapering with sand paper, I pulled a razor saw down the
length of the dowel to give it texture. The rest of the process was identical to the larger trees. Below is a
photo showing completed trees in O, HO, and N.

5 - Scratch built models in O, HO, and N Scales

These smaller trees were used on my layout to improve the Forced Perspective effects. Can you find the HO
models in Fig 1?
I have populated my layout with many Eastern White Pine tree models. Each one is unique and I know that no
one can say: “I’ve seen those in a catalog!” This method has eliminated a huge hurdle in my journey down
the Home Stretch.
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Derail Archives August 2009

Submitted by Richard Louvet

Macaroni Line Is Up and Running
Ted Ferkenhoff
After a couple of years of eager anticipation in the Texas railfan community, in June 2009 KCS started
revenue train operations along its rebuilt Rosenberg Subdivision, a 90.8-mile route between Rosenberg and
Victoria that was formerly Southern Pacific's Victoria Subdivision, and later its Wharton Branch after
downgrading. KCS purchased the line from Union Pacific and rebuilt it from the subgrade up with 136-lb rail
and concrete ties. KCS established a yard at Kendleton which includes a passing siding, an intermodal facility
and will soon have a Nissan auto mixing center.
Two other passing sidings are located at Louise and El Campo.
KCS completed the Rosenberg to Kendleton segment in early 2009, and promptly started advertising
Houston- Laredo intermodal service out of Kendleton. A new train pair, I-HOLR/I-LRHO, began running
north/eastbound Sunday- Tuesday-Thursday, and south/westbound Monday-Wednesday-Friday between
Laredo and PTRA's North Yard. These trains would make a side trip to Kendleton if intermodal business
warranted, otherwise they stayed on UP's Sunset Route with the other KCS trains, utilizing the trackage rights
granted in the UP-SP merger. However, KCS was no doubt anxious to replace about 160 miles of trackage
rights over UP (Rosenberg- Flatonia-Victoria) with its own, more direct, route through Wharton.
Setting the Stage for the Official Opening
While the Laredo-PTRA trains had been running since early 2009 between Kendleton and Rosenberg,
and many rail, ballast and other work trains had moved over the line, regular revenue trains had yet to run the
full length of the Rosenberg Sub. KCS prepared to use a particular train as a symbolic first revenue train for
media purposes, and set June 17th as the date that the line would be completely open to revenue traffic.
On Sunday 6/14, southbound loaded grain train GKCSLS (Grain Kansas City-San Luis Potosi
Shuttle), with Belle Heritage scheme locos KCS 4052-KCS 4116 (both SD70ACe) for power, was tied down
on the siding at Kendleton. This train was to be the ceremonial "first" train to use the Rosenberg Subdivision,
for purposes of staging media events at the major towns. While the locomotives were immaculately clean, the
train itself was dusty, dulling the normally bright Heritage-scheme covered hoppers.
The train consisted of almost all Heritage hoppers, except for one plain gray KCS hopper thrown in
the middle.
All was well with this plan until UP train QEWWC-15 (High Priority Manifest, Englewood-West
Colton) derailed Monday night on the Sunset Route west of Schulenberg, TX, taking out a bridge in the
process. KCS train IHOLR-15 (PTRA-Laredo) was already westbound on the Sunset, but still east of
Rosenberg, so the 7-car train was routed down the Rosenberg Sub and tied down at Kendleton. Power was
KCS 4100-KCS 3947. It looks like ILZJA-12 (Intermodal, Lazaro Cardenas-Jackson) got stuck on UP's
Cuero Sub north of Victoria, but ILZJA-13 was routed up the Rosenberg Sub on Tuesday.
On Tuesday evening 6/16 the IJALZ-14 (Jackson-Lazaro Cardenas) with KCSM 4505-KCSM 4546
left Rosenberg at about 8pm and headed down the Macaroni, followed later by the MPALR-16 (Port ArthurLaredo) with KCS 4701-KCS 4709 about midnight. The MPALR picked up 4 of the cars off Monday's
IHOLR-15 at Kendleton. Thus, KCS 4052 was destined to be the 5th revenue train over the Rosenberg Sub.
On Wednesday 6/17, KCS 4100 & KCS 3921 were still in the yard at Kendleton, along with KCS
3921. At about 7:40am, the UP dispatcher called the KCS 4618 West, loaded grain train GKCSAS, who was
east of Richmond on the UP Glidden Sub, and inquired if they were aware that another train had gone down
the VD Main several hours ahead of them. (VD Main is leftover SP phrase referring to the Victoria Division.)
As 4618 West started its slow 10mph drag toward Kendleton at 8:00 am as it entered the Rosenberg Sub,
farther south KCS officials and media representatives were gathered at the grade crossing near the south end
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of the Kendleton yard in front of KCS 4052. At 7:50am, KCS Console 4 had issued track warrant #4076 to
KCS 4052 South to work between South Kendleton and North Louise.
Shortly after, KCS 4618 South was issued warrant #4077 from Rosenberg to Kendleton. The DS gave
both trains a reminder that it was a 10-mph railroad, and no dynamic brake usage was allowed.
I did not see Mike Haverty at Kendleton, just a few local KCS officials, their PR rep, and several
reporters from local papers. Pictures were taken in front of the KCS 4052, and on its front platform. The train
left promptly at 8:30am with much horn blowing.
I followed the train as far as Wharton. KCS had someone stationed at all major highway and county
road crossings, and KCS officials leapfrogged the train to each major town to be in position when the train
arrived. The train made stops at Wharton, El Campo and Edna on its way south, with mostly a few local
politicians and citizens turning out to see the train.
The 4618 South plodded along about one hour behind the photo train. At about 1:30pm, train IJALZ15 entered the Rosenberg Sub at Rosenberg with KCSM 4522-KCSM 4543 and its usual consist of freight
and intermodal and became the 3rd train in the opening day westbound procession.
Dedication in style with the Southern Belle
During the third week in July, KCS sent its business train south for a series of trips over the Rosenberg
Subdivision for various shippers, business groups, and local city officials.
The train, called the Southern Belle after KCS' premier passenger train, is decked out in full Heritage
paint of dark green, yellow and red. KCS FP9A No. 1, named "Shreveport" led the train on the northbound
trips, while sister FP9A No. 2 "Meridian" led on the southbound trips.
F9B No. 3 "Pittsburg" rounded out the consist, all units being ex-CN and retired from Via Rail.
The Belle left Shreverport on Monday 7/13 and arrived at Kendleton early morning on 7/14. After a
short layover for supplies, the train headed to Victoria, turned on the wye, then staged at Thrasher, a short
siding along Business 59 on the east side of Victoria. On Wednesday 7/15 the train made a direct run to
Kendleton and then spent the night. On Thursday 7/16 the train made a turnaround trip to Victoria and back to
Kendleton. It then deadheaded back to Victoria that evening with no passengers.
Friday 7/17 featured the busiest schedule for the train, which made stops at Edna, El Campo and
Wharton to pick up guests. Departing Thrasher promptly at 9:00 am, the train had the run of the railroad all
the way to Kendleton with no meets. I chased the train on this day, and there were about 20 fans leapfrogging
the train from stop to stop. (The northbound stop at El Campo looked like a San Jac meeting!) Arriving at
Kendleton, the train pulled into the north yard track and stopped. After a 12:00pm ribbon cutting ceremony,
the guests had a barbeque lunch aboard the train while the locomotives ran around the train.
I took the opportunity during the layover to have lunch, and photograph a southbound freight, IJALZ15 behind KCS AC4400CW's 4562 & 4537 plus GP38-2 KCS 2033,which had stopped at Gruenwald Road
north of Kendleton to wait for the Belle to do its thing and depart, as they had a to set out the 2033 at
Kendleton to be used as the yard switcher.
At 1:30pm the Belle departed Kendleton with KCS 2 leading, heading southward and dropping off
guests at Wharton, El Toro and Edna. The Belle again owned the line all the way to Thrasher (Victoria), with
only the IJALZ out on the line behind it. After unloading guests at Thrasher, the train turned on the wye and
deadheaded northward, meeting the aforementioned IJALZ at Louise siding and passing through Houston
during the night. It certainly was a fine way to celebrate the rebuilding of a moribund rail route.
Next time, we will review the history of the line and the current freight operations, plus a tour and
railfanning tips.
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

Chapter 10: General Sherman’s Close Call
After last month’s installment of this series – Chapter 9: General Longstreet’s Long Ride – it only seems
natural to discuss what almost happened to Union General William Tecumseh Sherman during a train ride he
took in early October, 1863. This is also quite prophetic because this action took place shortly after the Battle
of Chickamauga, GA (which I wrote about in the last chapter as well).
General Sherman had been instrumental in several key battles in the Western Theater of the Civil War,
including Fort Donnellson, Shiloh, Corinth, and Vicksburg. In a rather short period of time Sherman had
become General Ulysses S. Grant’s “go to guy”. With the War in the Western Theater essentially won,
General Sherman received orders to travel from Memphis, TN to take over the Union forces in Chattanooga,
TN which were soon to be relieved from starvation by General Ulysses S. Grant via a massive rail supply
effort from Knoxville, TN. With Sherman in place Grant would be free to pursue and attack General Lee’s
Army of Northern Virginia.
The first leg of General Sherman’s journey would be over part of the Memphis and Charleston Railroad,
which was under Federal control by that time in the war, or was it? General Sherman’s train left Memphis,
TN on Sunday morning, October 11, 1863. His train stopped at Germantown, TN to take on water. As was
the standard operating procedure during the Civil War telegraph dispatches were sent and received, “clear
track and no Rebel activity” for the next leg of the trip. That Sunday morning seemed peaceful enough
indeed. While the exact makeup of General Sherman’s train is unknown, it appears likely that there were at
least two passenger cars at the end of the train, containing Sherman and his staff and at least one horse car
containing the staff’s horses. There could have been box cars as well, carrying supplies.

Figure 1 - Wall mural depicting the railroad, cotton, and Civil War history of the town of Collierville, TN (mural located in downtown Collierville).
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

The quiet town of Collierville, TN resided just 26 miles East of Memphis. A small Union garrison of 250
men occupied a blockhouse near the Collierville depot. Riding atop General Sherman’s train were about 250
men from General Sherman’s favorite infantry brigade for protection during the journey through Rebel
territory.

Figure 2 - Period photograph of Collierville, TN circa 1860. Note what appears to be trench works near the depot.

What the Federal forces were unaware of was that same Sunday morning a force of about 3,000 Confederate
soldiers (mostly a cavalry regiment and 8 pieces of artillery, according to General Sherman’s own account)
began advancing towards Collierville with the primary intent to tear up railroad track, destroy telegraph poles
and equipment, and if possible, take the fort/blockhouse protecting the rail line. At best this would likely be
only a small skirmish as the Rebel forces had no intention of hanging around as a much larger force of Union
soldiers was known to be marching East from Memphis. As was the case so many times during the Civil War
this was to be a quick hitting guerilla assault, meant largely to temporarily hamper and interrupt the Union
supply lines knowing full well that those rail lines would soon be made operational again by the United States
Military Railroad contingent of the Federal forces.
General Sherman’s lightly defended train arrived at noon – just as Rebel forces began their attack! The
accounts of what exactly happened next vary somewhat. One account has Confederate forces actually
boarding General Sherman’s passenger car, but not realizing who it was sitting in the back of the coach – the
soldiers focused instead on grabbing important documents at the front of the car. Another account has
Sherman taking immediate command of the situation by having the train back up closer to the station to form
a more defensible situation utilizing the train, depot, blockhouse and rifle pits to set up a protected perimeter.
This account also has General Sherman standing above the rifle pits directing the fire of his men out in the
open, telling one sergeant to “mind his own business” when he tried to get the General to stop exposing
himself to the hail of Confederate bullets. Nevertheless, a blazing battle between 500 Union and 3,000
Confederates ensued that lasted 3 to 4 hours. Outnumbered 6 to 1, the potential for a total Federal defeat and
the capture or killing of General Sherman during this engagement was certainly very high! In fact, in writing
to his wife after this battle Sherman told her that he came through the battle unscathed however his favorite
sword had taken a bullet. That dented sword possibly saved his life (or at least a serious injury). In General
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Sherman’s own account of the battle he acknowledges that the Rebels did enter the last passenger car (but
does not explicitly state if he was actually in that car when they boarded it) and it also states that the
Confederates stole 5 of the staff horses, including his favorite horse, “Dolly”. Sherman also stated that the
Confederate artillery knocked their train “to pieces” and set it ablaze. The General also acknowledged that
the Rebels cut the telegraph wires1. The battle raged back and forth, but in the end the Rebels withdrew from
the field, perhaps satisfied that they had accomplished part of their goal, but also likely never realizing “what
could have been” had they been able and willing to launch on overwhelming assault against General
Sherman’s defensive position. Even though Union casualties were around 115 men and Confederate
casualties around 50 men, the battle was labeled as a Federal victory as Rebel troops were unable (or
unwilling) to dislodge Sherman’s men from their positions.
Repairs to both the locomotive pulling General Sherman’s train, other railroad equipment, and the telegraph
system were accomplished in just one day. General Sherman enjoyed the next leg of his rail journey to
Corinth, MS on the Memphis and Charleston Railroad without further incident.

Figure 3 - Modern day view of Collierville depot.

There was one other significant outcome of this historical event. Fighting largely an offensive campaign,
General Ulysses S. Grant utilized captured Confederate railroads to extend his supply lines deep into the
Southern states, where most of the Civil War battles occurred. However, it is widely believed that, as a result
of having experienced this battle at Collierville, TN first hand, General Sherman developed a distrust for
using railroads as his army’s supply line. His living off the land and scorched earth policies, developed soon
after this battle, would serve his army well during the Federal march on and capture of Atlanta, GA and
especially during his subsequent March to the Sea.
Reference:
1. “Grant and Sherman – The Friendship That Won the Civil War”, Charles Bracelen Flood, Published by:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 2005.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Nine

By Gene Mangum

As mentioned in Part One in this series of articles, I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part
One, I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains,
three “yard jobs”, and two passenger trains per operating session. In Parts Two and Three of this series, the
first two movements - the SATKVT freight and Yard Job 1 were described. SATKVT (San Antonio, TX –
Kerrville TX) brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch from San Antonio.
Yard Job 1 is responsible for sorting the cars for the Val Verde and Mystic “turns” and any cars bound for
the un-modeled rail served customers in Kerrville. In Parts Four and Five of this series the VVT and Yard
Job 2 were described. The VVT (Val Verde Turn) brings all of the cars destined for Val Verde into the
passing siding in Val Verde using the SD and crew used for SATKVT. It then delivers all cars to the Val
Verde rail served customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. Yard
Job 2 then sorts all outbound loads and empties from the VVT.
In Part Six of this series the two Passenger movements, the PS-SATKVT and PS-KVTSAT and a portion
of the MYT were described in some detail. The PS-SATKVT (Passenger Service – San Antonio, TX –
Kerrville, TX) departs San Antonio Staging for Kerrville using the other SD for power with station stops in
Val Verde and Mystic. PS-KVTSAT is the return passenger service using the same equipment. Likewise, the
first portion of the MYT (Mystic Turn) was discussed. The MYT delivers all cars to the Mystic rail served
customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. In Part Seven of this
series, the next portion of the MYT was described; the pick-ups and set outs for the Main Street Rail Served
Customers, Valley Lumber Company, Mystic Freight Station, and the Mystic Brewing Company. In Part
Eight of this series the remainder of the MYT was discussed; switching the remaining rail-served customers
in Mystic, the Valley Produce association, Walker Transfer & Storage, and Packard Farm & Ranch Supply.
In Part Nine of this series, we will conclude the descriptions of operations on the Branch with YARD JOB 3
and the KVTSAT. Yard Job 3 sorts all cars from the MYT and creates the train for the return to San
Antonio on the Kerrville Main. KVTSAT (Kerrville, TX – San Antonio, TX) brings to San Antonio via
Mystic and Val Verde all the cars destined for San Antonio and points beyond. KVTSAT does not stop in
Mystic or Val Verde.

Yard Job Three

Remember from Part Eight, the MYT arrived in Kerrville at 5:30 PM. It took about 10 minutes for 1427 to
escape from the Main and move to the Engine Track for inspection and service. Meanwhile, the Conductor
and Rear Brakeman walked over to the Kerrville Agent’s
office where the Conductor turned in the paperwork and the
Agent notified the San Antonio Dispatcher. The Dispatcher
then officially indicated that the train orders were
completed. EXTRA 1427 WEST (the MYT) was officially
complete.
As soon as 1427 cleared the ladder, the Yard crew got to
work in assembling the KYTSAT for departure to San
Antonio. First, MP-15AC 2745 moved up the ladder and
down the Main to couple to the Caboose, SP 1652. See
Figure 1.
Figure 1 – 2745 coupled to MYT cut
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The first two cars of the cut are empty and are to be held in the Kerrville Yard. So, the Yard Crew uncouples
ATSF 51263 from the loaded gondola, GONX 310153. The Engineer of 2745 then sounds two blasts on the
train horn and pulls the two cars up the Main until ATSF 51263 is clear of the Main Ladder switch. The Yard
crew then sets the switch for the ladder. Likewise the Passing and Track 3 switches are set for the ladder. The
Track 4 switch is set for Track 4. Then after sounding three short blasts the Engineer backs the two car cut
down the ladder and on to Track 4. See Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Empty cars to be held in Kerrville being spotted on Track 4

The Engineer couples ATSF 51263 to the empty tank car, GATX 52608 and shoves the cut clear of the Track
4 switch. The yard crew sets the hand brakes as the Engineer pulls 2745 up the ladder clear of the Main
switch. (Meanwhile, the Yardmaster adds a CAR ON HOLD MAY BE MOVED AND RESPOTTED
instruction card to the car cards for ATSF 51263 and CR 266873 and puts the cards in the Kerrville Track 4
card box.) The KVTSAT will be blocked so that all loads are first, followed by any hazardous cargo cars
such as tank cars and then all of the empties. The Yard crew sets the switch for the Main and the Engineer
reverses down the Main to couple to the remaining MYT cars, all destined for the KVTSAT. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Picking up remaining MYT cars

The Engineer couples the caboose to GONX 310153 and the Yard crew attaches the air hoses. The first four
cars are loaded and will be placed at the front of the train. Fortunately these “loads” are in the right place.
The Engineer then sounds two blasts on the train horn and pulls the cut up the Main until clear of the Main
Ladder switch. The Yard crew then sets the switch for the ladder and sets the Passing Track switch for the
Passing Track. The Passing Track will be used to temporarily store the loaded cars for KVTSAT. The
Engineer then sounds three short blasts and shoves the cut down the ladder and onto the Passing Track. See
Figure 4.

Figure 4 – first cut of cars for KVTSAT being spotted on the Passing Track
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Once the entire cut is on the Passing Track, the Yard Crew uncouples GONX 310153 from the caboose and
the Engineer pulls 2745 away. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 – first cut of cars for KVTSAT spotted on the Passing Track

The Engineer then pulls the caboose from the Passing track and up the ladder. When clear of the Main
switch, the Yard crew sets it for the Main and the Engineer spots the caboose on the Main. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Caboose for KVTSAT spotted on the Main

The Engineer then pulls forward clear of the Main Switch. The Yard crew sets the switch for the ladder, the
Passing Track switch for the ladder, and the Track 3 switch for Track 3. The Engineer then reverses 2745
down the ladder and couples on to the four “empties” destined for the KVTSAT. See Figure 7.

Figure 7 – 2745 couples to four empties for KVTSAT

After the Yard crew releases the hand brakes, the Engineer pulls the four cars from Track 3 up the ladder
onto the Yard Lead clear of the Main switch. The Yard crew sets the switch for the Main and the Engineer
then shoves the four cars onto the Main and couples the covered hopper, SSW 79486 to the caboose. The
Yard crew connects the air hoses and the Engineer continues to shove the cut down the main clear of the
Main switch. The Yard crew uncouples 2745 from box car, SP 659105 and the Engineer pulls 2745 up the
Main. See Figure 8.
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Figure 8 – Four “empties” for KVTSAT spotted on the Main

The remaining five cars for KVTSAT are temporarily spotted on the Passing Track. 2745 continues up the
Main until clear of the Main Switch. The Yard crew then sets the switch for the ladder and the Passing Track
switch for the Passing Track. The Engineer sounds three short blasts and reverses down the ladder and on to
the Passing Track and couples to GONX 310153. The Yard Crew connects the air hoses. The Engineer
sounds two short blasts and pulls the five car cut out of the Passing Track on to the ladder and then on to the
Yard Lead. Once clear of the Main switch the Engineer stops the cut and the Yard crew sets the switch for
the Main. The Engineer after sounding three short blasts shoves the cut down the Main. See Figure 9.

Figure 9 – Preparing to couple MKT 4147 to SP 659105

The Engineer couples MKT 4147 to SP 659105 and the Yard crew connects the air hoses. The Engineer
continues to shove the entire nine car cut down the Main until there is room for the road engine to couple to
the train. The Yard crew uncouples 2745 from GONX 310153 and the Engineer moves 2745 down the Main.
(The Yardmaster places the car cards for KVTSAT in the Main card box). See Figure 10.

Figure 10 – All nine cars and the Caboose for KVTSAT spotted on Main

2745 stops just beyond the Main Ladder switch and the Yard crew sets the switch for the ladder. 2745
reverses down the ladder and on to Track 3 clear of the switch. The Yard crew then sets the ladder switches
and moves 1427 from the Engine track to the Main and couples the Engine to the train. The time is 6:20 PM.
Yard Job 3 is now complete. See Figure 11.
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Figure 11 – KVTSAT ready for the Crew

KVTSAT
At approximately 6:20 PM, the Kerrville Agent calls the San Antonio Dispatcher who issues this train order:
ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO SAN ANTONIO. This order authorizes the KVTSAT. The
Engineer from the MYT mounts Engine 1427 and the Head Brakeman checks the brake lines and walks
down the train. Meanwhile, the Conductor and Rear Brakeman from the MYT also inspect the train on their
way to the Caboose. The Conductor then prepares the Switch List (using the car cards from the Kerrville
Main car card box). The two Brakemen walk the
train again in both directions. Once satisfied, the
Conductor radios the Engineer that the train is ready
to move. The Engineer runs the brake test
satisfactorily and starts ringing the bell to signal the
train is about to start. The Engineer gives two short
blasts of the air horn, releases the brakes, and moves
the throttle to RUN 1. The time is 6:40 PM. See
Figure 12.
Figure 12 – EXTRA 1427 EAST (KVTSAT) leaves Kerrville

Once clear of the yard limits, the Engineer steadily increases the throttle until the train speed is
approximately 25 mph. The run to San Antonio will take approximately 2 ½ hours through the beautiful
Texas Hill Country. During the trip EXTRA 1427 EAST will lose about one thousand feet in elevation from
Kerrville to the San Antonio yard. The early part of the trip is at a fairly constant downhill grade of less than
1 % along the banks of the Guadalupe River. Then, the SD will be working hard to get the freight train over
the thirteen hundred foot elevation pass just before Boerne. Once over the pass the remainder of the trip will
be at a constant downhill grade to San Antonio.
Mystic is about 20 miles from Kerrville. It will take
about forty-five minutes for EXTRA 1427 EAST to
reach Mystic. During this part of the trip EXTRA
1427 EAST cruises along the banks of the
Guadalupe River and thru several rock cuts as
several creeks are crossed. The Engineer begins to
slow down as the train passes over the Guadalupe
River on a deck girder bridge just before entering
Mystic. See Figure 13.
Figure 13 –
EXTRA 1427 EAST crosses the Guadalupe River as it enters Mystic
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The Engineer signals for the US 87 grade crossing and
continues to throttle back as EXTRA 1427 EAST passes
between Packard Farm & Ranch Supply and Valley
Produce Association. See Figure 14.

Figure 14 – EXTRA 1427 EAST in Mystic

The Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing and as
EXTRA 1427 EAST passes the Mystic Station, the
Engineer starts the bell to alert anyone on the platform.
After signaling for the US 87 grade crossing, EXTRA
1427 EAST passes by the Walker Transfer & Storage
warehouse. See Figure 15.
Figure 15 – EXTRA 1427 EAST passes Walker Transfer and Storage

Extra 1427 EAST leaves Mystic by re-crossing the
Guadalupe River on a thru truss bridge. See Figure 16.

Figure 16 – EXTRA 1427 EAST re-crosses the Guadalupe River

Once clear of the Mystic City Limits, the Engineer
steadily increases the throttle until the train speed is
approximately 25 mph. The run to Val Verde will take
about 40 minutes. KVTSAT negotiates the last big rock
cut as the train nears Val Verde. See Figure 17.
Figure 17 – EXTRA 1427 EAST nears Val Verde
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The Engineer signals for the grade crossing to
Campbell Supply Company and Val Verde Fuel
Terminal. As EXTRA 1427 EAST approaches the Val
Verde Station, the Engineer starts the bell to alert
anyone on the platform. See Figure 18.

Figure 18 – EXTRA 1427 EAST approaches the Val Verde Station

EXTRA 1427 EAST leaves Val Verde as the caboose
clears the station platform. See Figure 19.

Figure 19 – EXTRA 1427 Leaves Val Verde

Engine 1427 crosses Verde Creek on the way to
Boerne. See Figure 20.

Figure 20 – Engine 1427 crosses Verde Creek on a curved wooden trestle

Once clear of Val Verde, the Engineer steadily increases the throttle until the train speed is approximately 25
mph. The remainder of the run to San Antonio will take a little over an hour. EXTRA 1427 EAST reaches
the San Antonio Yard at 9:20 PM. The Conductor turns in the paperwork to the San Antonio Agent who
notifies the San Antonio Dispatcher. The Dispatcher then officially indicates that the train order is completed.
(The Conductor places the car cards from KVTSAT in the card slots on the staging module.) EXTRA 1427
EAST (KVTSAT) is officially complete.
Well, this concludes this operating session on the Mystic Branch. This also concludes the series on
Operations on the Mystic Branch. See you next month with a new topic!
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August 2019 Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order
at 7pm. There were no visitors.
The Nominations Committee is pleased to report
there are candidates running for all positions in the
upcoming September 3, 2019 election of Officers/
Board of Directors. Nevertheless, as an NMRA
member you are welcome to submit your name for
nomination for office in this open election. Contact
any one of us as appropriate. The list of candidates
will be announced in the September Derail.

David Currey thanked Virginia Freitag and Bob
Barnett for punch and cookies.
David introduced Jim Williams for a clinic on
using an Arduino to indicate the route through a
double slip switch. Jim use the Arduino as an
exercise in learning the capabilities of the system
in model railroading.
Treasurer’s Report
The July bank balance was $12,420.14. Expense
for the month was a $5000 deposit to the City of
Stafford for the LSR/GHTS next February.
Fall Layout Tour
Craig Brantley Said that September 25th was the
final day to be included in the printed layout tour
list. Layouts can be added after that date but will
not be included in the printed handouts. Contact
Craig at SanJacTour@SBCGlobal.net.
Division 8
Keep a lookout for upcoming “Make & Take”
clinics. Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
for clinic information. In addition, members are
encouraged to “Show & Tell” at the clinics for
comments and advice on their ongoing projects.

By Richard Louvet

Web Page
For some time, the web page has featured past
Derails. It is now possible to search topics by
using the F9 key.
Membership Committee
Our Facebook is at https://www.facebook.com/
San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club112449312120157/
Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io
To get the full usefulness of Facebook consider
joining the San Jac page for access to “Members
Only” postings.
The Group.IO continues with minimal activity.
Lone Star Region.
Dallas has been awarded the 2023 NMRA
national convention at the Gaylord in Grapevine,
TX.
The 2019 Frisco convention was a success with
almost $8000 distributed back to the LSR, the
Division and a donation to the Museum of the
American Railroad.
The 2020 convention website should be up and
running this month.
New Business
The Rosenberg Railroad Museum is remodeling
and needs help moving one of their layouts.
Contact Gene Magnum to help.
The Galveston Railroad Museum is sponsoring
the Polar Express this year. Contact https://
www.galvestonrrmuseum.org/ for information.

The Annual Division 8 business meeting will be
held at Zube Park on September 21st including
election of officers. Consider running for an
office.

The meeting was adjourned at 8:35pm.

Derail
The Derail staff will be on vacation. In their
absence, Dick Louvet will have the mailing list
for announcements.

Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
“Intro to Tank Engines ”

Derail Staff

by

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

Andrew Nairn

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net)
Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Tom Bailey (cookies)

Video Corner

Santa Fe 3751 (Los Angeles-San
Bernardino) Feat. High Speed Pace!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp-b4Ce4Mf4
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